SITUATION
In ESCAPE NORTH KOREA you assume the identity of Oh Chong-song, a now world-famous
North Korean defector. Oh is one of a few brave men who have defected to South Korea via the extremely secure Joint Security Area.
On November 13, 2017, during Oh's escape, he drove a jeep style
military vehicle directly up to the Military Demarcation Line dividing
North and South Korea and crashed, apparently losing a wheel. He then
exited his vehicle and sprinted across the border under close-range
gunfire, collapsing on the South Korean side under cover of a low wall.
After being rescued by South Korean soldiers, Oh was
air-evacuated by the US Military to a Hospital in Suwon.
Having lost half of his blood from five gunshot wounds received
from North Korean soldiers during his escape, his condition
required an immediate operation to save his life. The entire
ordeal was quite expensive for the South Korean's and their US
allies.
North Korean soldiers violated the Korean Armistice Agreement during the incident by
firing shots across the border into South Korea. Following these events, North Korean
guards in the Joint Security Area were ordered to capture any future would-be defectors
instead of shooting them. Even Kim Jong-un and his Generals realize the delicacy of this
matter as the impoverished nation to the north has no interest in all-out War with it's
western backed sibling to the south.
While Oh was in surgery for his gunshot wounds, doctors found large
parasitic worms in his digestive tract, one of which was 27 cm long. Oh's
surgery cost the South Korean government 65 million won ($60,800). An
expense partially repaid by some interesting intelligence Oh provided
during his many post-operation debriefs.
It is believed Oh has conducted important work with North Korea's biomedical and
nuclear warfare units, and was routinely exposed to near-lethal doses of Plutonium
radiation while working inside buildings within the Joint Security Area.

A South Korean intelligence official familiar with Oh's case reports that Oh may be showing signs of
post-traumatic stress disorder. Oh recalled many details of his past life during his debrief. Some of his
claims seem almost too sensational to believe.
Oh's claims detail nine major items of interest which are all completely hidden inside the closet vaults
of the eight Joint Security Area buildings. The South Korean's would love to gain possession of these nine
items. These coveted items include:
1. The North Korean scientists are working on a long-range Intercontinental Ballistic Missile capable of
striking the re-purposed TI-99/4A production facility in Lubbock Texas. Capturing these ICBM plans
(they only made one copy) will mean the end to a major nuclear threat for the good people of the Texas
panhandle.
2. The People's Republic of North Korea's entire cache of enriched Plutonium (PU). This "cardboard
box full of Plutonium" has been moved periodically from building to building, and in the process contaminated all buildings. A careful watch of one's health level is required whilst moving inside these structures.
3. It is well known in the south that North Korea has created a network of secret tunnels beneath the
DMZ. This network poses a major security threat to all South Koreans. Oh revealed that a complete map
of the DMZ tunnel network is also hidden in the JSA closets.
4. Oh has reported that Kim Jung Un has many personal documents stored on the hard drive of his
Macintosh SE. It's the same computer he used in college. This old retro-Mac is the most prized possession
of the man they call, "Dear Respected."
5. The fifth item may not seem important but it is indeed very important. It's Dennis Rodman's basketball. Apparently, Rodman loaned it to Kim during one of his visits to North Korea. Kim, being Kim, decided to keep it. Rodman wants it back. "Return this!"
6. There's another cardboard box full of lightweight Golden Bars (so you can carry them because regular gold is heavy) stored somewhere in one of the JSA building closets. This treasure represents enough
money to fund a comfortable retirement after paying the medical bills.
7. A lost Republic of Korea (South Korean) passport is also being used by agents of the North to travel
with impunity back and forth across the border. This miscarriage of justice must stop! The passport is
green in color so it's not easy to miss.
8. In North Korea, crystal meth isn't recognized as a dangerous drug. Oh and many other sources report
that North Koreans "inject or snort the drug as casually as they might smoke a cigarette." A box full of
Top-Secret records of Methamphetamine production and exports are hidden in the JSA closets. These
records are of the utmost importance to the government of South Korea.
9. Lastly, the official North Korean People's Red Guard uniform is coveted by the South Korean government. They'd like a copy for their new Military clothing museum in Seoul. Kim has stubbornly denied
multiple requests for such a uniform.
As the year 2020 comes to an end, Oh has had many opportunities to reflect and consider his good fortune. He has repeatedly expressed his desire to repay his adopted homeland, the people of South Korea, as
well as his Doctors from the United States.

How can a man so ill-equipped to function in the free world pay back such a significant debt? This
question has tormented Oh for the past three years. Fortunately, or perhaps unfortunately depending on
the outcome, the South Korean intelligence community has a solution.

TASK
Oh Song-chong will repay his debt to his adopted countrymen by accepting a near impossible challenge.
This game is difficult… even harder than Zero Zap. You, in the bold role of Oh Song-chong, are to be reinserted into North Korea. We know this sounds crazy but please avoid judgment until the briefing is
complete.
South Korea desperately needs to know more about the unproven intelligence matters discovered while
debriefing Oh and numerous other North Korean escapee sources. Re-insertion is their only hope to actually find and remove these frightening truths.
Previous candidates for re-insertion have all politely turned down the opportunity. Oh Song-chong just
may be the South's only hope.

ACTION
Oh will be secretly transported and reinserted into the motor-pool of his old Army unit, just north of the
Demilitarized Zone. Sympathetic agents of the south have prepared a vehicle for Oh's use. It's similar to
vehicle Oh drove during his first escape.
WARNING: Vehicles in North Korea are notoriously inefficient. In addition, several solid intelligence
sources are all reporting that many border vehicles were secretly altered after Oh's 2017 escape. Apparently fuel tank modifications were ordered to stymie further escapes. You shall assume your vehicle has
been rigged to introduce leaks whenever a driver takes it too deep into the DMZ or JSA. It is recommended you monitor your fuel quantity and remember to make frequent fuel stops.
Your first task is to successfully drive your jeep southward through the tank infested concrete bunker
maze. This area is located just south of your starting position. You will find several "Unfaithful and Disposed" laborers along the way whom will offer you vital survival clues. In a former life the Unfaithful and
Disposed had job titles to include: Journalist, Poet, Scientist, Artist, Political Advisor, Soldier, and the last
guy who tried to escape again after re-insertion.
Next you will travel south of the Imjin River. To do so you will first have to collect two bridge keys
hidden for your escape by the Unfaithful and Disposed.
Once you collect the two keys the bridge locks will disappear which is your signal to cross one of the
two river bridges. Don't relax at this point...
HINT: Monitor your fuel levels since the damn jeep tanks are programmed to leak. Driving into a fuel
pump labeled "F" will begin your refueling process. The longer you wait to refuel the longer refueling
will take. This is especially important to note in case a crazed indigenous threat were to show up. Strange
things happen in the DMZ.

Just south of the Imjin River is a minefield which is easy enough to find your way through. The Unfaithful and Disposed have thoughtfully located a health restoration facility smack-dab in the middle of
this minefield, so be careful if you ever have to return to the minefield to restore your health.
HINT: You will return to the minefield's health restoration facility repeatedly to restore your health if
you are escaping in a wise and successful manner.
South of the minefield is the Joint Security Area. In the JSA you will discover eight buildings. Inside
these radioactive and biologically maligned structures are closet vaults. This is where you will hope to
find the nine coveted items. Along your way you will also discover health bonus opportunities as well as
vehicle fuel. Your health will decline only when you maneuver inside these structures. The SoJu Bomb
beverage has proven especially effective at curing any and all ailments.

Result
After collecting ALL NINE coveted items you will have to find a path south of the JSA buildings, and
make your way into the Freedom House. The Freedom house is in South Korea and has nine closet vaults
ready to secure the nine very collectable items.
REMEMBER: "In a place where there is a will, there is a road."
Your mission is complete by maneuvering to the southern exit of the Freedom House after filling all
nine closet vaults. Listen to the clues you get from the Unfaithful and Disposed.
GOOD LUCK!

